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“Athena Software is a world leader
in case management software.
Athena's new Collaboration Suite
enables agencies around the world
to connect with clients using smart
communication and workflow tools
in a way that reflects how our
clients live and work.”
Adam Fletcher, Relate UK

Engage your clients.
“Engage” is our innovative new Penelope module that empowers your
organization to build direct engagement pathways with clients and
families.
You can leverage Penelope’s powerful workflow automation engine to
automatically (as well as conditionally and periodically) send out custom
smart forms for clients to complete online themselves on their phone,
tablet or computer. These completed forms are automatically monitored
by Penelope’s workflow automation rules and then stored in Penelope
against the appropriate record.
Your agency can design notifications or other workflow based on the
client’s responses or scores in the document, providing a powerful new
tool in ensuring that clients have a direct voice in their services, their input/
feedback can be sought regularly at a negligible administrative cost and
clinical resources can be deployed where they are needed most.
When you add in the ability to involve clients directly with Discussions and
messaging, Engage will revolutionize how your agency communicates
with clients!
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Engage Overview.
Engage is a Penelope feature that allows clients to complete
smart forms online and to be part of two-way discussions with
various people at your agency.

‣

CLIENT-FACING SMART FORM - You can designate custom smart
forms in Penelope as “client-facing” which means that they can
be assigned to clients to complete themselves online.

‣

CLIENT-CONSENT/ OPT-IN - Clients can “opt-in” to receive
notifications by email to complete these smart forms.

‣

AD HOC OR AUTOMATED TRIGGER - Staff at your agency can
assign forms for client-self-completion as needed (on an adhoc
basis) or via automated workflows.

‣

CLIENT-EMAIL - The client will receive an email with instructions
and a unique, single-use link (with a set expiry time) to
complete the smart form online.

‣

MOBILE PHONE OPTIMIZATION - The form is “finger-friendly”,
accessible and fully responsive so it can be completed on any
modern smart phone.

‣

COMPLETION NOTIFICATION/ STORING - Upon saving, designated
staff are notified and the form is saved in the appropriate
section of the client’s file within Penelope.
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Engage Discussions.
Engage also allows your staff to participate in direct, two way
discussions with clients.

‣
‣

‣

CLIENT-CONSENT/ OPT-IN - Clients can “opt-in” to receive
notifications by email to participate in Discussions.
START A DISCUSSION - Staff at your agency can assign start
discussions for various purposes and in various sections of the
client file as appropriate. They can be one-on-one or involve
multiple “followers” of the discussion.
CLIENT-EMAIL - The client will receive an email with the message
from your staff and a unique, single-use link (with a set expiry
time) to respond back online.

‣

MOBILE PHONE OPTIMIZATION - The “chat” form is accessible and
fully responsive so it can be completed on any modern smart
phone.

‣

COMPLETION NOTIFICATION/ STORING - Upon saving, the followers
receive the response and it is added to the Discussion thread
within Penelope. A confirmation copy is also sent to the client’s
email.

‣

CONTINUE THE DISCUSSION - Staff can respond with a single click
via their inline Penelope Messaging inbox.
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Direct Client Discussions.
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improving
Client Engagement.
Penelope not only provides powerful
collaboration, communication and
workflow tools for your staff and
stakeholders, you can also leverage
these tools to create powerful new
ways to deepen your engagement with
clients as well!

WORKFLOW
AUTOMATION

You can use Engage - Penelope’s client
engagement portal - to automatically send custom
smart forms to clients to complete online. For
example, first day paperwork, feedback and
satisfaction surveys, aftercare followup, referral
forms, waitlist communications, pre-service
documents/ information, health education
materials, even items like agency news, group
information and confirmation that services were
delivered (eg. home-based care).
‣
‣
‣
‣

fully responsive design is mobility optimized
to work on any device - especially phones!
WCAG AA accessibility compliant
secure, encrypted data transfer with no
residual data cache on the client’s device
p ro v i d e s e - C o u n s e l l i n g p l a t f o r m /
asynchronous chat for work with remote
clients or communications with family
members and caregivers
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Client Engagement
at work:
example

First Day paperwork and confirmation of initial
appointment; as part of your admissions process, there is
often a set of documents - such as consents,
confidentiality notices, self-reported assessments / screens
- that must be completed prior to service (or certain
elements are conditionally required based on certain
factors). These smart forms can be automatically sent to
the client via email for completion by them online. Their
completed forms are saved within their file and the
appropriate staff are notified if they are completed (or not).
This saves a tremendous amount of admin time (rekeying
of data etc) as well as increasing the completeness and
accuracy of the data. In addition, the client can receive an
automatic emailed/ SMS reminder which they can use to
“confirm” their attendance in the upcoming appointment.
These reminders and confirmations not only provide better
experience for the client, they have been proven to
dramatically reduce no show rates.
Client feedback after each appointment (or self-ratings
prior to the session); before and after each session you
can automatically email custom smart forms to the client to
complete, providing an easy way to gather valuable
ongoing outcomes and evaluation data
Home -based services - automatic email confirmation that
services were delivered, a quick self-reported level of
functioning survey and feedback; for quality assurance,
and staff accountability.
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benefits of
improved
Client Engagement.
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‣

‣

‣
‣

Improved client outcomes (such as emotional health, symptom
resolution, sense of empowerment, levels of anxiety, healthy
behaviours, reduced isolation and general levels of functioning)
One of the strongest predictors of positive treatment outcomes
is the degree of participation of clients in their treatment
Improved client satisfaction with quality, level and
responsiveness of care
Satisfied clients are more likely to “show” for and continue their
treatment (and as a result are more likely to have better
outcomes!)

‣

Reducing no show and drop out rates improve the bottom line while
also reducing wait times and making room for increased admissions/
client “time to service” metrics

‣

Engage can serve as a “thermometer” allowing your agency to allocate
resources where they will have the greatest impact

‣

Reduced data entry and administrative burden

‣

Penelope’s Engage feature is an easy to implement method of
high frequency collection and reporting on client feedback
Clients can use Engage to verify that services occurred, quickly
rate them and provide other valuable feedback to inform your
organization’s quality assurance and improvement processes

‣

‣

Engage empowers you to provide a level of client service that
will differentiate your agency from your peers, enabling your
organization to stand out with the community, referral agencies,
employees, potential customers, stakeholders and funders
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Collaboration at work:
example.
A referral from a community organization is made to your
organization regarding a client for a given set of services.
With the client’s consent, your staff person creates a basic
case profile in Penelope with a status of pending, adding the
referral details and putting them on the waitlist for the
appropriate service(s). While adding to the waitlist can trigger
some workflow automation (to notify appropriate parties), the
waitlist entry itself (or even the referral) provides a workspace
where your staff can discuss any particularly complex or
unique aspects of the service request - such as risk
concerns, special needs, particular request requirements, or
information on appropriate services at your agency.
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Provided appropriate security authorizations, each of the
team who are added as “followers” of the discussion thread
are automatically notified about any contributions in real time
and can respond inline quickly and easily forming a
comprehensive document that contains staff insights and
contributions to the processing of the waitlist entry/ referral all with a view to connecting them to the most appropriate
resource and service as quickly as possible.
With Engage, the client themselves can participate in this
collaborative discussion directly using their mobile phone!
Offers made to the client for services / appt times - as well as
the client’s response and other communications with the
client - also get logged in this comprehensive discussion
thread. After a pre-defined period of waiting, Penelope’s
workflow automation can escalate the situation to another
staff member or group.
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Automation
at work:
example.
Penelope’s workflow automation tools can not
only push out smart forms, assessments and
actions to clients and staff to complete,
Penelope can monitor the data being completed
to raise alerts or trigger workflows if -for example
- a client’s score or score classification in a given
smart form or assessment reaches a certain
agency-defined threshold or - ingeniously - if the
change in score for these documents over time
reaches a certain threshold.
In other words, with all of these documents
flying back and forth - amidst a mass of other
often chaotic work - it is often easy to overlook
some warning signs, to make sure appropriate
parties are notified and to take appropriate,
considered action.
Penelope remains vigilant and can make sure
none of these warning signs or client well-being
metrics go unheeded and as such provides an
immensely valuable clinical service in support of
maximizing value-based care in the context of
reduced administrative costs.
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Example Engage
Use Cases.
‣

‣

‣

‣

INITIAL INTAKE/ ADMISSIONS INFORMATION Once the basic information for a client and
their consent is entered in Penelope (where
they are added to the waitlist or enrolled in a
service or simply added to the system in the
most basic way), a set of program-specific
forms and assessments can be automatically
sent for them to complete before decisions
are made on next steps
COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICE POST VISIT
SATISFACTION/ CONFIRMATION / OUTCOMES Automatically sent to client as each service
event / encounter occurs; validates service,
seeks feedback on quality of service and
ratings on impact of service
OUTCOMES EVALUATION SURVEYS (during or
post service) - Automated, 30/ 60 / 90 days
intervals
PTSD OR OTHER HEALTH ISSUE MONITORING OF
(NON-CLIENT) POPULATIONS - Automatic,
periodic for large populations who aren’t
necessarily involved in ongoing, active direct
service (eg. Employees for an EAP Provider)

‣
‣

‣

‣

‣
‣

‣

PERIODIC ASSESSMENTS - (scheduled to occur
at various intervals of service) - Automated
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLANS- (Automated forms
seeking client input on strengths, resources,
values, preferences, goals and objectives of
service - which can then be supplemented by
staff input as needed)
REFERRAL FOLLOWUP - Discussions for
information sharing and service coordination,
identify further action items etc.
E-COUNSELING - Discussions for a form of
asynchronous two way “chat” that can be a
service unto itself or a supplementary valueadded service
CONSENTS / ROI - Automated, Periodic
HEALTH INFORMATION / PROMOTION CHECKS Automatic, Periodic to measure compliance
against treatment recommendations and for
status updates
OUTREACH / ENGAGEMENT- For reaching out
periodically to clients who initiated contact but
never followed through to service
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Waterloo, Ontario Canada N2J 2G8
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